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Tracklist

A1 Heel / Heal
A2 Well Done
A3 Mother
A4 Date Night
A5 Faith In The City
A6 1049 Gotho
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B6 White Privilege
B7 Slow Savage
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Notes

Gatefold sleeve with card inner. Side B is labelled 'F'. Track B6 not listed.
Comes with download code.

Barcode and Other Identifiers

Matrix / Runout (Runout side A, stamped): BALLEY001LP-A 159273E1/A
Matrix / Runout (Runout side B, stamped): BALLEY001LP-B 159273E2/A
Barcode (Sticker text): 5 055869 522342
Other (Sticker catalogue number): BALLEY001LP

Other versions

Category Artist Title (Format) Label Category Country Year

BALLEY001 Idles Brutalism (LP, Album,
Ltd) Balley Records BALLEY001 UK 2017

PTKF2155-1 Idles Brutalism (LP, Album,
RE, RM) Partisan Records PTKF2155-1 US 2018

BALLEY001 Idles Brutalism (LP, Album,
Ltd, RE, Blu) Balley Records BALLEY001 UK &

Europe 2017

HSE-4490 Idles Brutalism (CD, Album) Hostess Entertainment
Unlimited HSE-4490 Japan 2017

BALLEY001 Idles Brutalism (CD, Album) Balley Records BALLEY001 UK 2017

Comments about Brutalism - Idles
Vivaral
This great album deserved a better cut to vinyl. Its flat and lifeless really. Needs to be really cranked
up past your normal listening position (and then some) to get anything out of it. Needed to be
actually cut to vinyl by someone, not just a digital machine job to vinyl I've been trying to think the
last time an album did not mention the band/artists name on the sleeve. The bands name is not on
the album anywhere at all!
betelgeuze
I'm in total agreement the album does require a dedicated vinyl cutting. Not sure if the US version
has been cut specifically for vinyl as I see the remastered tag has been submitted. The European
version is very flat master.
Qulcelat
Can someone clarify this (With pictures?) - "Matrix codes are printed on vinyl, on original they are
etched." - I bought a shop copy about two months ago - The matrix codes sure look etched to me! I
really cannot see any difference between this and the initial version? But there must be right? How
can i tell?
Na
Sorry, I got confused, LP was released in June, but the pre-orders were up in March/April ahead of
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the release.
Braendo
The only 100% way to know is if you pre-ordered the album from the band prior to the March release
date. I would imagine some copies ended up in shops, but this is how I know mine is original. When
you want a first press, always pre-order.
Precious
Hi, from what I gather, the first load of re-presses that were done are pretty much identical to the
first-pressings, i.e. they have the same etched matrix codes, and thick brown cardboard inner sleeve,
so there's no real way of telling the difference ... I did buy a re-press last week though, and this one
has printed matrix codes, and the inner sleeve is light pink card, rather than brown card
Fecage
Ah, I just found the other matrix code. Can't work out how to send you a photo though
ChrisLeighton, sorry
Qusicam
Mine definately looks stamped, but the matrix code is much shorter than on this page so I'm
confused.
Quellik
Brutalism gatefold LP repress is in stock and available here;
http://idlesband.bigcartel.com/product/brutalism-12-vinyl
santa
Hi, the first press has a brown carton inner sleeve and etched stamped matrix numbers, plus the
letters A, F on labels are regular. The repress (second Balley press) has pink inner carton sleeve,
stamped matrix numbers and letters A,F on labels are bold.
Road.to sliver
Hi. Is there a way to distinguish between the repress and the original issue? Thanks.
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